Desktop computer parts diagram

What Computer Parts do you need to build a PC, you ask? Does this mean you want to build
your own PC? That is absolutely splendid! Building your own Computer from individual PC
Components has so many benefits compared to just going out and buying a pre-built PC:. The
anticipation of the individual parts being delivered to your house, the shiny boxes with all the
different components in them, not to mention researching what parts you actually need, which
you are doing right now! By building your own Computer you gain a lot of insight into the inner
workings of Hardware Components and how everything fits together. Knowing the ins and outs
of assembling a Computer and what Parts a Computer needs will also let you upgrade your
Computer in the future. Another very important factor is optimization. Knowing how a Computer
works also enables you to optimize it as much as possible for your type of work. You can
optimize by buying the best parts for your specific workloads, be it Gaming, 3D Rendering ,
Modeling , Graphic Design , Video Editing or so many other purposes you can use a Computer
for. Building your own computer also is a lot cheaper than getting a pre-built PC. If you already
have a grasp on what general type of Computer you need , what specific Parts do we need to
build a PC? It can be opened and closed and usually has pre-defined areas with screws and
holes where all the other Components are supposed to be placed and attached to. Usually, you
can think of a PC Case as a black or white Box with some buttons on top. This is where all of
your components will fit into when you are done building your PC. It is like a central hub that
manages and connects all of your other Parts. There are also lots of little building blocks like
transistors, capacitors, jumpers, and lots of other tiny parts, that all go towards making your
different hardware components work well together. This is usually the first step in picking new
parts for your own pc build. Pick a CPU, check what socket it has, and then pick a compatible
Motherboard. Almost everything you do on a computer will have to be calculated by the CPU in
some way, so having a fast CPU high clocks and high core count will make your PC faster. Also,
be sure to drop by our Forum full of PC Enthusiasts and Experts if you should have any
questions! Anything that draws power also generates heat and the CPU generates lots of heat.
This means it has to be cooled to be able to operate flawlessly. What do we need for cooling a
CPU? A CPU-Cooler! Easy as that! There are two popular CPU-Cooler types. AIOs, though, can
be noisier usually have more fans and the added pump noise and need more room in your
PC-Case, as they are attached to the side of the case, connected to the CPU with some Water
Pipes. The air-cooled tower CPU cooler is great at cooling short performance bursts, is nice and
quiet, and usually takes up less room in the case. It is simply placed on top of the CPU where it
sits and goes about its cooling-work. Next up is the Graphics Card. Its purpose is the
processing of anything that has to do with visuals and outputs these visuals Images, User
Interface, GUI onto the Monitor. This means, some CPUs already have a graphics chip built-in
and you will not need an additional GPU to attach a monitor to. The thing with integrated GPUs
though is: Their performance is very limited. It comes on its own printed circuit board like the
one in the picture above , that is then plugged into a PCI Express Slot on your Motherboard.
Having more Modules, of course, will multiply your RAM capacity. All three do pretty much the
same, they store data for you. The main difference between the three is speed. It is about as
small as a stick of chewing gum and needs no extra cables. But almost all modern
Motherboards nowadays have at least one of these. Highly recommended! We talked about CPU
Cooling a bit already. This is done by attaching Case Fans to the inside of the case. These then
pull in cool air at the front of your PC and blow the hot air out the back of your PC. We picked a
bunch of nice PC Components already, but nothing much will happen without a power supply to
supply the PC with power. There are so many PSU brands with different wattage or efficiencies
out there, that it can be quite difficult to decide which one to buy. You should then of course
now buy a stronger power supply, that will later also be able to handle the extra components. If
you are unsure of how much wattage your current or future PC Build actually needs head on
over to the Wattage Calculator here that tells you exactly how much you need. Everything that
goes into the Case we have already discussed. We can close our case now and see what else
we need to finish our PC Build. Monitors come in all kinds of sizes, colors, resolutions, aspect
ratios, and so on. If you are looking for a Gaming monitor you might not need the IPS-type
Panels that have better color display and contrast. Check this in-depth article on what is
important in a great Monitor. If you are into Graphic Design and professional Color grading or
Video Editing you should invest more money into a good Monitor. Windows 10 is the currently
leading Operating System that will let you use your PC. There are several ways to do this.
Nowadays though, as optical drives are becoming a thing of the past, the Operating System is
usually either downloaded directly from the Internet for you to create your own boot medium on
DVD or thumb drive or you can buy it on a USB Stick Thumb-Drive that you can install Win10
from. You now have all the parts needed to build a functioning PC. Ready to pick some concrete
PC-Parts? Gaming PCs consist of the exact same parts as PCs that are not necessarily meant

for gaming â€” so this article and the list above applies to buying parts for gaming PCs too. The
main difference is in how you allocate your budget to individual parts. When you decide on what
parts are needed to build a gaming PC, you usually allocate a much larger part of your budget to
the GPU Graphics Card , as many Games are quite demanding when it comes to graphics. Apart
from buying a strong GPU for gaming, many gamers also like to invest in the look and
aesthetics of their PC. What Computer are you building? Need Help? Any suggestions? Thanks
Larry. Hey Alex, thanks for the excellent suggestions. The other suggestions are pretty much
inline with what I had looked at â€” thanks for your help. Image-Source: Corsair. Image-Source:
tweakpc. Image-Source: Nvidia. Image-Source: gskill. Image-Source: Asus. Image-Source:
Microsoft. Image-Source: Logitech. Find a new friend on the CGDirector Forum! The next post
you should read. Friend us:. Need help? Ask us Anything! Want to be friends? We keep our
friends up to date on tech with our newsletter! Feb, Hoping to build a computer that is efficient
at 8k video editing as well as music production, should i go with this build? I can't turn on my
new build Feb, Also check out our Forum for feedback from our Expert Community. I agree to
the Privacy Policy. Larry Rudnick. Hey Larry, NVMe drives are a good choice. John Jackson.
Jordan Brown. If I have a b board will it need a bios update with a ryzen 3 Cheers, Alex. Theo
Blume. Maybe a GTX Hi Alex, Would I be able to play Roblox on this? Thanks, Dan. Yeah the
System Requirements are fairly low, so it should work fine. Hey Kudret, Did you make sure the
newest Nvidia Driver is installed? Load More Comments. Too much Info? We agree. I'd like that!
No thanks. This set of instructions will help you assemble a basic computer capable of running
most modern software packages encountered by a casual user. Modern computers become
more affordable when users supplement their monetary investment with a few hours of effort.
This computer build will be very basic and will be the minimum hardware necessary to have a
functional system. After you have all of the parts and materials needed, it will take between 2
and 4 hours to assemble your computer and you will need to be able to use simple hand tools,
such as a screwdriver and a pair of pliers. First you will need to buy the parts necessary to build
the computer. The parts we will use in this project are labeled in figure 1: 1. Processor CPU 2.
Computer Case 3. Memory RAM 5. Power Supply 6. SATA Cables 7. Processor Fan 9. Case Fan
Assortment of case and drive screws Not Pictured In this instance, the case, motherboard, cpu,
hard drive, and memory were bought together from tigerdirect. The DVD drive and cables were
purchased from newegg. There is an obvious financial advantage to buying parts bundled
together, but less obvious is the benefit you will realize from the amount of time you save trying
to research parts compatibility. Kits are supposed to contain compatible parts, but mistakes can
happen. You may not use every single one of these tools in every installation, but it is best to
have all of them on hand in case you have a use for them. Warning: Using incorrect tools for a
task such as turning a screw with a knife blade can cause equipment damage and bodily injury.
Open the computer case by removing the side panels. Find the screws that hold the side panels
in place and remove them shown in figure 3 circled in red. The panel is removed by first sliding
it back figure 4 then lifting it away from the case figure 5. Warning: Case may have sharp edges.
Handle with care to avoid injury. Put the grounding strap on your wrist Figure 10 and connect
the other end to the computer case. If your strap is not equipped with a clip to hook to the case,
find a place to wedge against the metal as shown in figure This will prevent any buildup of static
electricity on your body from damaging the computer components. Caution: Static electricity
can ruin computer components. Always wear a grounding strap when handling any internal
components. Now that the components are completely installed, the last thing to do is to
reinstall the side panels on the case. The computer is now ready to be turned on and to have
software loaded on it. If the computer has problems starting up, check all component
connections and mounting to make sure that you have hooked everything up correctly. Consult
individual component manuals for specific troubleshooting information if problems persist.
Some one commented that all motherboards were the same size. I wanted to clarify that a little.
Motherboards come in a few different sizes. Mini is smallest for some reason Example, if you
have a micro ATX case, you will have to have a motherboard that size. Also, be sure your socket
matches the CPU socket. There is a standard ATX motherboard size that fits most cases, but
there are exceptions and I thought best to elaborate. I would hate for some one to buy a tiny
little case and have to return their motherboard for a different one. Hope this helps someone.
You discuss it so briefly, It is too good article. I get information from this. Thanks for this type of
post. Question 10 months ago on Step Question 2 years ago on Step 2. Agreed I clean mine with
a simple paintbrush BTW it's facing the wrong way. It also makes less noise ;D. Reply 3 years
ago. Reply 4 years ago. Gather the tools you will need for the project: Screwdriver for slotted
and Phillips head screws Wire cutters and strippers Needle-nosed pliers Utility knife Small
flashlight Adjustable wrench Small container to hold screws Heat sink compound Grounding
Strap You may not use every single one of these tools in every installation, but it is best to have

all of them on hand in case you have a use for them. Three things need to be done before
assembly begins: Remove any parts or packaging materials that may have been shipped inside
the case figure 6. Remove the cover for the optical drive. On our case, we will be removing the
cover on the highest drive bay to mount our DVD drive as shown in figure 7. Do this by pressing
in the retaining tabs shown in figure 8. Make note of the cables pre-installed in the case. These
should be front panel connections for features such as the power switch, audio jacks and usb
ports. It should be included with the motherboard. Figure 12 shows the contents of the
motherboard box. Standoffs are installed in the case screw holes to create a riser that separates
the case and motherboard. The screws install into the standoffs as shown in figure Screws and
standoffs should be included with the case, but it is a good idea to order these items just in
case they aren't included. It pushes in from the inside. Install standoffs in the case. The
standoffs screw into the motherboard mounting holes shown in figure Check the screw hole
locations on the motherboard for exact placement. Install the screws. Figure 15 shows the
motherboard installed in the case. It works best to leave the screws loose until all of them have
been started and the board is aligned with the bezel. Caution: To prevent damage to the
motherboard it must only contact the standoffs and screws. All of the standoffs and screws
must be installed. The hard drive is the device that stores all of your data. It is 3. If that is not
possible you may need to connect cables before you install the drive. To mount the drive: Find
a 3. If you have trouble finding a place to mount the drive consult your case documentation for
suggestions. Slide the drive into place until the screw holes on the sides are lined up with the
holes in the case. The optical drive is 5. Cable access considerations apply to this drive also. To
install the drive: Slide the drive into the drive bay until the screw holes are lined up and the front
of the drive is flush with the front of the case figure Make sure that it is orientated correctly. The
CPU is the brain of the computer. It is installed on the motherboard in the socket shown in
figure On this AMD brand processor, the corner is marked with an arrow. Consult the
manufacturer's documentation for specific information about your processor. Lift the small
metal rod next to the socket as shown in figure Push the rod down to lock the processor in
place figure The RAM is the temporary memory location that the processor works from.
Permanently stored data is pulled from disks and stored in RAM while the processor works with
it. The memory is easy to install: Set the RAM board in the socket as shown in figure Check to
see that the notch in the board is in the correct location. Press firmly on both ends of the board
to set it into the socket. Make sure the tabs lock into place as shown in figure Caution: Pressing
the boards in when the tab is not aligned could cause damage to the RAM boards as well as the
motherboard. The CPU fan is really a combination of a heat sink and fan together. The unit
draws heat away from the CPU. To install the fan: Place thermal compound to the CPU following
the instructions provided with the compound. Set the fan assembly on the CPU with mounting
tabs aligned. Pull the locking rod down on the fan assembly to lock into place. Connect the fan
assembly's power connector to the motherboard. Consult the manual to determine proper
placement. The case fan is usually installed on the back panel of the case. If the fan mount is
not obvious consult the case documentation. To mount the fan: Align the mounting holes by
holding the fan to the mounting pad on the inside of the case as shown in figure The fan needs
to be mounted so that it blows air out of the case. Insert the screws from the outside of the case
and tighten. Consult your case documentation for details and then follow these directions to
install the power supply: Align the mounting holes in the case and power supply as shown in
figure Insert screws and tighten. With all of the components installed in the case, the jungle of
wires can be daunting. It is important to consult the motherboard manual in order to make sure
proper connections are made. There are two kinds of connections, power and data. Every
device that has been installed needs power. In figure 27, the power supply connectors are
shown. The motherboard has two power connections, and there are two connectors specifically
for SATA devices drives. The other connectors will run fans and other non-SATA devices. Data
cables connect drives and front panel devices to the motherboard. Please consult the
motherboard documentation for the exact placement of connectors. Warning: Incorrect
connections can damage components and cause bodily injury. Did you make this project?
Share it with us! I Made It! Reply Upvote. Ganesh Manduri 8 months ago. Answer Upvote.
SabroJ 2 years ago. WhizB 2 years ago. KarthikK 3 years ago. RovelN 3 years ago. AadilS6 3
years ago. Y UD 3 years ago. Craftboy 3 years ago. Nice tutorial you have here, I used this for
referance multiple times. Spannerz 10 years ago on Step Craftboy Spannerz Reply 3 years ago.
H M SriguruP 4 years ago. DevenJ4 suhail m subair Reply 4 years ago. Basic Parts of a
Computer - Click Here! Computer Diagram and Label; Diagram of a computer system unit and
all the components. Diagram labeling the major components of a computer HDD. A computer
system unit is the enclosure that contains the main components of a computer. It is also
referred to as a computer case or tower. See; A Computer Diagram and Labels Definition A

typical desktop computer consists of a computer system unit, a keyboard, a mouse, and a
monitor. The computer system unit is the enclosure for all the other main interior components
of a computer. It is also called the computer case, computer chassis, or computer tower. Cases
are typically made of steel or aluminum, but plastic can also be used. While most computer
cases are rather dull, black, metal boxes, some manufacturers try to give the unit some flair with
color and special design elements. Functions The primary function of the computer system unit
is to hold all the other components together and protect the sensitive electronic parts from the
outside elements. A typical computer case is also large enough to allow for upgrades, such as
adding a second hard drive or a higher-quality video card. It is relatively easy to open up a
computer system unit to replace parts and install upgrades. In contrast, it is quite difficult to
open up a laptop computer, which is not designed with replacements and upgrades in mind. In
most computer system units, the front side contains the elements a user needs frequently, such
as the power button, an optical disk drive, an audio outlet for a pair of headphones, and a
number of USB connections. The back side contains all other connections - for power, monitor,
keyboard, mouse, Internet connection, and any other peripheral devices. There are typically
more connections than the minimum necessary to allow for expansion. Inside the Computer
Case Once you open up a computer case, it can initially be difficult to recognize the various
components, especially all the different wires. However, if you look closely, you will probably
start to recognize a number of components. In this particular example, the motherboard is
placed vertically, which is quite common. One side of the motherboard is accessible from the
back of the computer case - this includes the various connectors for input and output devices
as well as expansion slots for additional peripherals. The motherboard also contains the central
processing unit CPU , although it can be difficult to see. A large fan is often placed on top of the
CPU to avoid overheating. The motherboard also contains the main memory of the computer.
Average Rating. Click here to add your own comments. Join in and write your own page! It's
easy to do. Site Search What is New? I promise to use it only to send you Advance Africa
Newsletter. Click here to add your own comments Join in and write your own page! Then Don't
worry â€” your e-mail address is totally secure. Have you ever looked inside a computer case ,
or seen pictures of the inside of one? The small parts may look complicated, but the inside of a
computer case isn't really all that mysterious. This lesson will help you master some of the
basic terminology and understand a bit more about what goes on inside a computer. Looking
for the old version of this video? You can still see it here :. The motherboard is the computer's
main circuit board. It's a thin plate that holds the CPU, memory, connectors for the hard drive
and optical drives, expansion cards to control the video and audio, and connections to your
computer's ports such as USB ports. The motherboard connects directly or indirectly to every
part of the computer. The central processing unit CPU , also called a processor , is located
inside the computer case on the motherboard. It is sometimes called the brain of the computer,
and its job is to carry out commands. Whenever you press a key, click the mouse, or start an
application, you're sending instructions to the CPU. The CPU is usually a two-inch ceramic
square with a silicon chip located inside. The chip is usually about the size of a thumbnail. A
processor's speed is measured in megahertz MHz , or millions of instructions per second; and
gigahertz GHz , or billions of instructions per second. A faster processor can execute
instructions more quickly. However, the actual speed of the computer depends on the speed of
many different componentsâ€”not just the processor. RAM is your system's short-term
memory. Whenever your computer performs calculations, it temporarily stores the data in the
RAM until it is needed. This short-term memory disappears when the computer is turned off. If
you're working on a document, spreadsheet, or other type of file, you'll need to save it to avoid
losing it. When you save a file, the data is written to the hard drive , which acts as long-term
storage. The more RAM you have, the more things your computer can do at the same time. If
you don't have enough RAM, you may notice that your computer is sluggish when you have
several programs open. Because of this, many people add extra RAM to their computers to
improve performance. The hard drive is where your software, documents, and other files are
stored. The hard drive is long-term storage , which means the data is still saved even if you turn
the computer off or unplug it. When you run a program or open a file, the computer copies some
of the data from the hard drive onto the RAM. When you save a file, the data is copied back to
the hard drive. The faster the hard drive, the faster your computer can start up and load
programs. The power supply unit in a computer converts the power from the wall outlet to the
type of power needed by the computer. It sends power through cables to the motherboard and
other components. If you decide to open the computer case and take a look, make sure to
unplug the computer first. Before touching the inside of the computer, you should touch a
grounded metal object â€”or a metal part of the computer casing â€”to discharge any static
buildup. Static electricity can be transmitted through the computer circuits, which can seriously

damage your machine. Most computers have expansion slots on the motherboard that allow
you to add various types of expansion cards. These are sometimes called PCI peripheral
component interconnect cards. You may never need to add any PCI cards because most
motherboards have built-in video, sound, network, and other capabilities. However, if you want
to boost the performance of your computer or update the capabilities of an older computer, you
can always add one or more cards. Below are some of the most common types of expansion
cards. The video card is responsible for what you see on the monitor. Most computers have a
GPU graphics processing unit built into the motherboard instead of having a separate video
card. If you like playing graphics-intensive games, you can add a faster video card to one of the
expansion slots to get better performance. The sound card â€”also called an audio card â€”is
responsible for what you hear in the speakers or headphones. Most motherboards have
integrated sound, but you can upgrade to a dedicated sound card for higher-quality sound. The
network card allows your computer to communicate over a network and access the Internet. It
can either connect with an Ethernet cable or through a wireless connection often called Wi-Fi.
Many motherboards have built-in network connections, and a network card can also be added
to an expansion slot. Bluetooth is a technology for wireless communication over short
distances. It's often used in computers to communicate with wireless keyboards , mice , and
printers. It's commonly built into the motherboard or included in a wireless network card. For
computers that don't have Bluetooth, you can purchase a USB adapter, often called a dongle.
Next: Laptop Computers. The basic parts of a desktop computer are the computer case ,
monitor , keyboard , mouse , and power cord. Each part plays an important role whenever you
use a computer. Looking for the old version of this video? You can still view it here. The
computer case is the metal and plastic box that contains the main components of the computer,
including the motherboard, central processing unit CPU , and power supply. Computer cases
come in different shapes and sizes. A desktop case lies flat on a desk, and the monitor usually
sits on top of it. A tower case is tall and sits next to the monitor or on the floor. All-in-one
computers come with the internal components built into the monitor, which eliminates the need
for a separate case. The monitor works with a video card , located inside the computer case, to
display images and text on the screen. Most monitors have control buttons that allow you to
change your monitor's display settings, and some monitors also have built-in speakers. These
can be made very thin, and they are often called flat-panel displays. Older monitors use CRT
cathode ray tube displays. CRT monitors are much larger and heavier, and they take up more
desk space. The keyboard is one of the main ways to communicate with a computer. There are
many different types of keyboards, but most are very similar and allow you to accomplish the
same basic tasks. Click the buttons in the interactive below to learn about the different parts of
the keyboard. The Print Screen key takes a picture of your screen called a screenshot that you
can edit or save using a graphics program. The Escape Esc key allows you to stop a function or
action. For example, if a webpage is taking a long time to load, you can press the Escape key to
stop loading it. The function keys are labeled F1 through F Some programs use these keys as
shortcuts for common tasks. For example, in many programs, F1 opens the Help file. The Tab
key is used to create indents in word processing programs. Also, if you are filling out a form
online, you can use the Tab key to switch to the next field. The main part of the keyboard
includes the alphanumeric keys letters and numbers and the spacebar. The Control Ctrl ,
Alternate Alt , and Shift keys are designed to work in combination with other keys. Typically,
you hold down Ctrl, Alt, or Shift and then type another key to perform a specific task. The arrow
keys are used for many different purposes, including moving the cursor, scrolling a document,
and controlling a game. The numeric keypad resembles a calculator keypad. Many users find
that it is easier to type numbers using this keypad. On some keyboards, these keys double as
arrow keys. The Enter key executes commands. For example, while on the Internet, you can
type a website address and then press Enter to go to the site. It is also used to start a new line
in word processing programs. Insert : This switches between insert mode which inserts new
text without deleting anything and overtype mode which deletes text after the cursor as you
type. Delete : This erases the character to the right of the cursor. If you want to learn how to
type or improve your touch-typing skills, check out our free Typing Tutorial. There are two main
mouse types: optical and mechanical. The optical mouse uses an electronic eye to detect
movement and is easier to clean. The mechanical mouse uses a rolling ball to detect movement
and requires regular cleaning to work properly. To learn the basics of using a mouse, check out
our interactive Mouse Tutorial. There are other devices that can do the same thing as a mouse.
Many people find them easier to use, and they also require less desk space than a traditional
mouse. The most common mouse alternatives are below. Escape Key The Escape Esc key
allows you to stop a function or action. Function Keys The function keys are labeled F1 through
F Tab Key The Tab key is used to create indents in word processing programs. Alphanumeric

Keys The main part of the keyboard includes the alphanumeric keys letters and numbers and
the spacebar. Arrow Keys The arrow keys are used for many different purposes, including
moving the cursor, scrolling a document, and controlling a game. Numeric Keypad The numeric
keypad resembles a calculator keypad. Backspace Key The Backspace key erases the character
to the left of the cursor. Enter The Enter key executes commands. Home and End These move
the cursor to the beginning or end of the current line. Insert and Delete Insert : This switches
between insert mode which inserts new text without deleting anything and overtype mode
which deletes text after the cursor as you type. Page Up and Page Down These scroll a
document or webpage up or down. The mouse is another important tool for communicating with
computers. Commonly known as a pointing device , it lets you point to objects on the screen,
click on them, and move them. Next: Buttons and Ports on a Computer. This motherboard
diagram is typical of boards today. Use the computer motherboard diagram to familiarize
yourself with motherboard components, terms and locations. All boards will be slightly different
as far as which components they have, and the locations of those components may differ, but
they are pretty close. Once you know what you are looking at, you can recognize the
components on any motherboard layout. A computer motherboard diagram is very useful for
when you need to replace motherboard, do motherboard upgrades, troubleshoot motherboard,
or build your own computer. Return from Motherboard Diagram to Motherboards. Abit AB9
Motherboard Review. Motherboard Diagram. Email Name More Information I will never ever give
out your email address. What's New? Share Computer Hardware Basics. Power Supplies.
Computer Drives. Input Devices. Output Devices. Computer Guides. Buying Guide. Free Games.
Computer Software. Ultra Mobile PC. Green Computing. Computer Help Resources. Site Index.
Contact Us. Privacy Policy. Site Policies. Build A Gaming Computer. What is a CPU? Best
Motherboard. Computer Cases. Modems Guide. Troubleshooting Computer Problems. Green
Computers. What is a Router? Voice Marketing Inc. All Rights Reserved. Read our Privacy
Policy. Search This Site. Guides and more Go Site Pages Go Home What's New? Search This
Site Custom Search. A Computer Motherboard Diagram Once you know what you are looking at,
you can recognize the components on any motherboard layout. These can be used for
components such as Ethernet cards, sound cards, and modems. These are used for your
graphics card. With two of them onboard, you can run 2 graphics cards in SLI. These are the
16x speed versions, which are currently the fastest. These can be used for expansion cards
such as Sound Cards, or Ethernet Cards. Northbridge - This is the Northbridge for this
motherboard. This conne
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ction will come from your Power Supply. Using this connection over one from your power
supply will allow the motherboard to control the speed of your fan, based on the CPU
temperature. Socket - This is where your CPU will plug in. The orange bracket that is
surrounding it is used for high end heat sinks. It helps to support the weight of the heat sink.
Most boards will have 4 slots, but some will only have 2. Using them this way will give your
memory a speed boost. This is the main power connection for the motherboard, and comes
from the Power Supply. Most drives today come with SATA connections, so you may not use
this. Front Panel Connections - this is where you will hook in the connections from your case.
These are mostly the different lights on your case, such as power on, hard drive activity etc. If
you have a floppy disk drive in your computer, this is where you will hook it up. CMOS battery This is the motherboard's battery. This is used to allow the CMOS to keep its settings.

